CONCLUSION
WHOLE LOT OF SHAKING GOING ON!
Do not look at what has happened with the coronavirus pandemic, riots, and protesting
occurring in the USA with a western mindset (which is greatly influenced by Greek philosophy).
Don’t only react to things in the natural realm with a natural reaction. It has almost become a
mechanical norm for believers in the west to constantly start repenting and reacting to things in
the natural each time a disaster hits. The mechanical response from many Christians is God must
be angry, He is judging America for its sins. You better find something to repent of and get right
with God. I for one believe 100% we need to repent if things are not right with God because we
do reap what we sow (See Galatians 6:7-8). Blatant sin has serious repercussions. However
there comes a time when we have to move on from repenting for our past sins, national
repentance, or repenting for the sins of others and start using our authority to change events.
God is not the one bringing this crisis, to teach us some kind of lesson and to get us to repent. It
is much much bigger than that! If there is anything the Body of Christ needs to repent of it is that
we are not rising up and using our God-given authority at a time like this. Could it be because of
apathy or we are too focused with a sin consciousness and repenting all the time?
There have been seasons in my life of repentance and getting my heart right with God. This is
not that time! The exposure of evil is out in the open at this time so we can rise up in the natural
and spiritual realm to stop it. If it were not for the latest coronavirus pandemic and then recent
riots, looting and violence that started in my old neighborhood, Minneapolis, Minnesota, USA
(where I started in ministry, sharing Jesus on the streets) evil would still be hidden. It is
spreading out all over the nation! Now, it is out in the open and visible for all to see. Will we rise
up and use our authority and do something about it?
What we are witnessing unfold before our eyes can't be looked at or perceived with our natural
understanding. The demonic realm is at work! The issues at hand are not the real issues. Let me
explain! For an example, we were told that the protests and riots that broke out in Minneapolis
were an uprising for injustice against the black community. It spread throughout the nation
during May and June 2020. We were told this was the real issue, propagated by the media and
politicians. On the surface it looked like that was the real issue! The riots, along with decimating
historic monuments all over the country were well planned in advance by avowed Marxists, just
waiting for a trigger point. What it is really about, is a revolution of rebellion to turn our country
into a marxist nation, where our freedoms will slowly be stripped away. Once freedom is gone
chances are it will not return. That is why the ‘silent majority’ must rise up in this hour, with
one voice, using our God-given authority both in the natural and spiritual realm and deal with the
root problems.
Quit being pushed around! The goal of the marxists is to push until they experience resistance
from us, then they back off. Then after awhile start pushing again, while we keep compromising
our freedoms. Then finally they get what they have pushed for, the destruction of America and
all it represents, from within. The same thing happened in China under Mao Zedong in the
1960s. Freedom has never returned to China! In 2020, we’re going down the exact path China
took.
Similar situations arose in Cuba and recently in Venezuela, once the richest country in South
America! What I see as the single greatest threat, in the natural, to our country and the rest of the
world is the Communist Party of China and Marxism and the gradual infiltration of this ideology

in our country and many others in Asia right now. This is a demonic stronghold that needs to be
toppled! This of course is not even mentioned by most of the mainstream media. Unfortunately
they have become their mouthpiece to spread the Marxist propaganda! The goal is keep pushing
until we embrace Marxism. Look at many of the large universities, many Democrat politicians,
spreading Marxism. The media is supportive in helping spread their ideology! All the
components are in line to take this country down if we continue to be silent, passive and cave to
public shaming and Marxism. I believe though the Body of Christ will rise up with authority in
this hour. Enough is enough!
There are wicked politicians, judges, members of media, actors in Hollywood, etc whose
agenda of wickedness is being exposed during a time like this. I believe many of these diabolical
people love controlling the masses with fear and paranoia. Haman built gallows to hang
Mordecai and he was sentenced to death on the very gallows he built (see Esther 5:14). These
wicked men and women have been given ropes to hang themselves politically at this time.
Politicians are committing political suicide by the way they have treated the masses during this
pandemic and riots. Whoever digs a pit will fall into it, And he who rolls a stone will have it roll
back on him (Proverbs 26:27). Diabolical politicians and other wicked people have dug pits to
ensnare the righteous. However Proverbs reveals what will happen to their wicked schemes.
There are men and women who partner knowingly or unknowingly with evil or demons to
control the masses and loose wickedness in the earth. Look at how extreme it became during the
coronavirus pandemic. Democrat politicians are trying to keep the churches closed citing issues
like social distancing, constant mask wearing, turning the public against and shaming the
churches that want to open as selfish. As countries turned to communism, stripping freedoms away
from individuals, destroying monuments and shaming the churches took place, so communism could be
established in those countries.

At times we thought they made policies to protect us but then it became all about control and
getting their agenda across. Those same politicians welcomed the recent protests, rioting, looting,
toppling of monuments and killings of innocent people. Of course there was no social
distancing! The mayor of Minneapolis welcomed it, even provided free masks so they could
easily cover their faces while committing crimes and get away with it. Minneapolis went up in
flames! It was estimated that damages to businesses approximated 500 million dollars! This was
not the consequence of a black man, George Floyd being killed by a white police officer, but
Antifa and other marxist groups hijacked the peaceful protests for justice, drowned out their
cries. They want to control the people, destroy this country, the economy, and hurt President
Trump’s reelection chances because he stands in their way.
Their motto is never to let a good crisis go to waste. Something taught by Saul Alinsky in his
book Rules for Radicals. The mainstream media kept a false narrative going through all these
events that these people were freedom loving Americans, who want justice and change. False!
Antifa and the Marxist’s agenda is to turn this country into a Socialist or Communist State. One
way to do this is start a race war and use the inner-city blacks to do their bidding by feeding them
lies and hatred.
What if Holy Spirit is on the verge of doing something so great? We need to understand and
react to things in both the natural and the spiritual realm. Pay heed to what heaven is doing, using
your God given authority and bring heaven down to the natural realm. Bring healing, restoration,
love and His Kingdom to earth. If God is allowing this storm, then we must stop begging Him to
still the storm? At this time He wants us to rise up to the realm of God and use our God given

authority to change what is happening in the natural realm. React to things both in the natural or
physical realm and the spiritual or invisible realm, as they are connected as one. Be connected to
both realms in how you respond to things happening around you, whatever you face in the near
future.
In July I had the privilege of meeting and working with Dr Charles and Lindsey Karuku in
downtown Minneapolis, where George Floyd was killed. Holy Spirit has turned that tragedy into
something so beautiful. To console those who mourn in Zion, To give them beauty for ashes, The
oil of joy for mourning, The garment of praise for the spirit of heaviness; That they may be
called trees of righteousness, The planting of the Lord, that He may be glorified (Isaiah 61:3).
This verse is a reality at the George Floyd Memorial as I am writing this book. Ever since the
riots, looting and violence there has been a tremendous move of the Holy Spirit. Many are
coming to Christ, being water baptized and healed by Holy Spirit. Both Charles and Lindsey
were interviewed on CBN regarding this significant move of God. They were in tune to both the
natural and spiritual realm, to accomplish great things in the midst of tragedy.
Often in India we have encountered extreme hostility right before a move of Holy Spirit. At
times like this we stayed focused on Christ and what heaven wanted to do, not what was
happening in the natural. In many of our outreaches Jesus and or angels appeared performing
many signs, wonders and miracles, drawing many to Himself.
In chapter one I shared about dreams Sharmila and I had regarding Himachal Pradesh State.
While finishing up this book we received some powerful reports of what Holy Spirit is doing in
this state. Consider this written by Sharmila! In 2017 Mark, I and our team from India, Sam
and Rachna Theodore, Hanok and Robin travelled to Himachal Pradesh State, India where we
were scheduled to conduct two 3 day outreaches in Rampur and Jasur. Despite the fact that the
anti-conversion law was in effect in the state and Christians faced tremendous persecution, we
went ahead with plans to minister there as a secular political party was in office there and the
Chief Minister (Governor) had given us permission to conduct the outreaches and was planning
on meeting us as well in Rampur, to welcome us to the city.
The church in Rampur rented a public hall where the leadership training would be held
during the day and in the evening the meeting was opened to the public. They were bold enough
to advertise the outreach. Unfortunately all hell broke out the day Mark and I arrived in
Rampur. The militant Hindus hearing about the outreach, began violent demonstrations. They
broke down the gate of the public hall where the meeting was to be held and threatened violence
against the Christians who had gathered there, to prepare for the meetings and pray, unless they
left. The Christians held their grounds and refused to leave. A huge crowd gathered outside the
hall chanting against the Christians. The procession gathered momentum and marched to the
hotel we were staying in and began shouting and abusing Mark. They burned an effigy of him
outside the hotel. We were watching this violent mob from our room window. The hotel was on
the main road through town. They blocked traffic for hours. The Chief Minister, did not come to
town because of the serious disturbance. The ex-Chief Minister of Himachal (now the current
Chief Minister of Himachal Pradesh) caught wind of the outreach and began accusing Mark of
being a priest who paid people to convert to Christianity and also of being a spy for Pakistan
(arch enemy of India). He was calling for Mark’s arrest. The police got involved in the situation
and Mark was placed under house arrest. He was not even permitted outside the hotel, for his
own safety.
The permit to conduct the meeting in public were rescinded. Sam, Rachna, Hanok, Robin and I

were permitted to minister in the church in the evening. There was such a reverential awe of the
presence of God during the meeting. Holy Spirit manifested Himself in an undeniable manner.
He fell on the entire congregation. The people were groaning, shaking, weeping in His presence.
A number testified that they felt emboldened by what had transpired and sensed Holy Spirit was
challenging them to rise up and take a stand for Him, regardless of the consequences.
We were hopeful that the situation would calm down and we would be able to conduct the
meetings as planned. However, early next morning we got a call from the head of the police
department, informing us that we had to leave town immediately. He came to the hotel to ensure
we left immediately. Hurriedly we packed! Hanok, Robin, Mark and I prepared to leave. The
police officer, who was extremely gracious, drove with us, in our vehicle to the edge of town. The
police lined the streets as we left. He told us that we had to leave for Mark’s and the town’s
safety as there was danger of widespread riots breaking out as the militant Hindus were not
backing down from calling for Mark’s arrest, on false charges.
As we were driving away from Rampur we were in intense prayer, seeking the Lord’s direction
on whether we should go to Jasur, which was our next stop. All four of us heard very clearly
from the Lord that we must leave Himachal Pradesh State immediately, which we did. The next
day we learned that militant mobs had gathered outside the church and pastor’s house in Jasur,
threatening them with violence if they conducted the meeting.
Mark and I spent the rest of our trip holed up in a hotel in New Delhi. The news of this
disturbance in Himachal Pradesh had reached New Delhi, 300 miles away, with newspapers
reporting on it. Both us were questioning our decision to conduct outreaches in Himachal
Pradesh. We lost a lot of money on this trip, as none of finances were refunded. In a nutshell we
felt that we had wasted time and finances on this trip, that was unfruitful.
Since we did not conduct outreaches in either town, our workers did not follow up with the
pastors on the situation there. A couple of weeks ago we learned that tremendous revival had
broken out in Rampur after we left and also in Jasur, when we did not arrive. Mark is rather well
know in Himachal Pradesh because of the extensive ministry we had done since 2006 and the
Lord moving powerfully there. The Indians lovingly call him Baba Mark. When the word began
to spread that agitations had spread in Himachal Pradesh because Mark was there, multitudes,
mostly Hindus, began to flock to the churches in both towns. They began to get saved, with
miracles breaking out. The latest news is that the churches have grown remarkably in both towns
and 10 additional house groups have sprouted up in Rampur. Needless to say we have repented
to Lord for our sour attitude after what we deemed to be failure in ministry. Over the years some
of our most powerful meetings in India take place when Mark is unable to speak!
As you can see we can’t judge things by our natural eyes. We can’t limit ourselves and Holy
Spirit to what is happening in the natural realm only. We need to be connected to both realms to
see what heaven is up to. We need to operate from the same perspective that Jesus operated
from. This is a prophetic word about Jesus, the Messiah coming to earth. The Spirit of Yahweh
will rest upon him, the Spirit of Extraordinary Wisdom, the Spirit of Perfect Understanding the
Spirit of Wise Strategy, the Spirit of Mighty Power, the Spirit of Revelation, and the Spirit of the
Fear of Yahweh. He will find his delight in living by the Spirit of the Fear of the Lord. He will
neither judge by appearances nor make his decisions based on rumors (Isaiah 11:2-3 TPT).
Greek philosophy merged with Western Christianity has taught us to react and be focused on
one realm to the exclusion of the other. In the USA and Western Europe we do not react to what
is happening in the spiritual realm, but what we see right before us. This can cause us to respond

incorrectly, deviating from the path heaven wants us to follow. Let’s rise up and change this
mindset.
Is it possible that heaven is preparing for the greatest outpouring of the Holy Spirit in the
history of this world and hell is raging against this? If we are consumed with repenting and
trying to get right with God because of a sin consciousness, only focused on the natural, then we
are missing heaven’s intent at this time. Could it be at this time the justice of God will prevail if
we rise up pray into this with authority and get active both in the natural and spiritual realms. I
believe if we do, evil will be exposed and dealt with, like we have never seen before and justice
and truth will triumph. We have to position ourselves, hear from heaven and react to what
heaven is doing in this hour?
Hebrews 12:26-27 says whose voice then shook the earth; but now He has promised,
saying, “Yet once more I shake not only the earth, but also heaven.” Now this, “Yet once
more,” indicates the removal of those things that are being shaken, as of things that are made,
that the things which cannot be shaken may remain. There is tremendous shaking going on in
both realms at this time. I talked about this on the video blogs I did in March 2020 when the
coronavirus travel ban first took place around the world. I said I felt this would be used to
expose what I called ‘the swamp creatures’ that have been hidden, causing so much suffering and
pain around the world. If this shaking had not taken place many unrighteous and diabolical
people would still be pulling their strings behind the scenes, unexposed, which makes it harder to
deal with. Now wickedness is being exposed and brought out into the open and into the light at
this time, for believers to rise and use their authority both in the natural and spiritual realms.
The shaking is also revealing our foundations. That which is not on a sure foundation in the
coming days will not endure. There is no time like now to repair and make sure we are firmly
planted on a sure foundation. I anticipate a huge harvest of souls coming into the Kingdom of
God in the days to come. Now is a time we are hidden away to get built up and strengthened so
on the other side of this heaven invades the earth, through us. Could it be this shaking leads to a
great awakening?
Jesus sharing about the end times says in Luke 21:26 Men’s hearts failing them from fear and
the expectation of those things which are coming on the earth, for the powers of the heavens will
be shaken. Let’s keep our focus on our BIG JESUS and heaven’s goal and intention rather than
current events in the natural realm or what Satan wants us to focus on.
“For thus says the Lord of hosts: ‘Once more (it is a little while) I will shake heaven and
earth, the sea and dry land; and I will shake all nations, and they shall come to the Desire of All
Nations, and I will fill this temple with glory,’ says the Lord of hosts. ‘The silver is Mine, and the
gold is Mine,’ says the Lord of hosts. ‘The glory of this latter temple shall be greater than the
former,’ says the Lord of hosts. ‘And in this place I will give peace,’ says the Lord of hosts.”
During this time of shaking God says the glory of the latter will be greater than the former. He
always saves the best for last. Holy Spirit moved powerfully in the Book of Acts but what He
will do in these last days when the latter rain in poured out in all its fullness will far surpass what
happened in the Book of Acts.
We teach and train the Pastors and leaders we work with in India, Nepal and Bhutan on the
importance of walking in Christ-like humility in order to see heaven’s influence on the earth and
it’s connection to the glory of God manifesting on earth. I have shared these principles from my
book HUMILITY THE HIDDEN KEY TO WALKING IN SIGNS AND WONDERS for
many years now. The leaders I work with in these countries operate in Christ-like Humility. I

believe humility is one of the best ways to stay connected to both realms and see enduring fruit
for His glory, to see His glory manifested. We have experienced many moves of Holy Spirit in
India and Nepal, as the glory of God has fallen.
There will be a supernatural financial reset in the days to come! Wealth will come into the
hands of the righteous and the humble to spread the Gospel worldwide. By humility and the fear
of the Lord Are riches and honor and life (Proverbs 22:4).
Proverbs 13:22 (Amp) says …the wealth of the sinner [finds its way eventually] into the hands
of the righteous, for whom it was laid up. Position yourself in a place to sustain what heaven
wants to do in the earth! No separating the natural and spiritual realms! They are one!
The books of Acts concludes with this, Preaching the kingdom of God and teaching the things
which concern the Lord Jesus Christ with all confidence, no one forbidding him (Acts 28:31).
Just remember the books of Acts never ends. It’s ongoing! We will be writing chapter 29 and so
on with this next great outpouring of the Holy Spirit prophesied in Joel 2:23-31. Let’s stay
connected to both the invisible and visible realms as one!

